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Ori gi n al Cop i es: A rch i tectural Mi m i cry i n
Con tem p orary Ch i n a
By Bianca Bosker

University of Hawai i Press, United States, 2013. Paperback. Book Condition: New. New.. 232 x 186
mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. A 108-meter high Eiffel Tower rises above Champs
Elysees Square in Hangzhou. A Chengdu residential complex for 200,000 recreates Dorchester,
England. An ersatz Queen s Guard patrols Shanghai s Thames Town, where pubs and statues of
Winston Churchill abound. Gleaming replicas of the White House dot Chinese cities from Fuyang to
Shenzhen. These examples are but a sampling of China s most popular and startling architectural
movement: the construction of monumental themed communities that replicate towns and cities in
the West. Original Copies presents the first definitive chronicle of this remarkable phenomenon in
which entire townships appear to have been airlifted from their historic and geographic
foundations in Europe and the Americas, and spot-welded to Chinese cities. These copycat
constructions are not theme parks but thriving communities where Chinese families raise children,
cook dinners, and simulate the experiences of a pseudo-Orange County or Oxford. In recounting
the untold and evolving story of China s predilection for replicating the greatest architectural hits of
the West, Bianca Bosker explores what this unprecedented experiment in duplitecture implies for
the social,...
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Reviews
Good e-book and beneficial one. it absolutely was writtern quite flawlessly and beneficial. I am delighted to explain how this is basically the very best ebook
i have read through within my very own daily life and may be he greatest ebook for at any time.
-- Pr of. Leona r do Pa r ker
Thorough manual! Its this sort of good read through. it absolutely was writtern very flawlessly and helpful. I am just easily will get a delight of studying a
created publication.
-- Abdiel Stiedema nn Sr .
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